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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to gain insight about students'motivations on vocabulary study between two educational 

online applications: Quizlet and Quizizz. Quizlet is known as an effective vocabulary study tool as students can study 

vocabulary whenever and wherever they desire. Quizizz offers a similar feature in which the instructor provides the quiz 

set as an assignment, and students can learn vocabulary by playing games whenever and wherever they desire. The 

students were given the Quizlet study set links or the Quizizz assignment links each week to help them learn new 

vocabulary. We (teachers) used the full paid versions of both types of software, which provide different types of study 

activities for the students. We used each software tool for a total of six weeks (3 Quizlet, 3 Quizizz, 3 Quizlet, 3 Quizizz) 

with first year students at universities in Yamaguchi and Yokohama. The data on their motivation was collected using two 

surveys (pre-semester and post-semester). This is because we were concerned with students'motivation and willingness 

to study, not only about the statistical results of vocabulary gains. We also discuss which types of activities when using the 

software (multiple choice, matching, flashcards) the students preferred. Although there were limited numbers of previous 

studies addressing multiple-choice vocabulary learning, a few talked about its efficacy. In this paper, after a brief review 

of the literature, we will present our results. 
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Background Literature Review 

Today's university students are online for hours and hours everyday, either with their smartphones, tablet, or computer. 

Teachers need to be continually researching to know how best to reach their students, and some activities, if not all, need to 

involve online tasks. After deciding the desired outcomes for classes and having an idea of what the students should learn 

from each class, it is then incumbent upon the teacher to find the most effective way to make those outcomes come about. 

This year, instead of focusing solely on student gains (achievement), we are interested in the perceptions and feelings of 

the students. What motivates them? What will get them to study the material outside of class? In particular, what if 

anything will help them to study English vocabulary outside of class? 

University students in Japan spend long hours either commuting to, or staying on their university campus. At times their 

brain will turn off and lose focus as they drift both physically and mentally from class to class, from room to room, from 

place to place. First, we should focus a bit on how the brain, and second language acquisition (SLA), works. 

Vocabulary Learning 

Vocabulary study can be daunting for English language learners. At first, memorizing definitions, spellings, and 

learning different pronunciations can seem overwhelming. Adding the task of understanding how to use them in a sentence 

can make it seem as if learning vocabulary is an infinite process. When it comes to language learning and teaching, there 

are four skills which students need to improve: speaking, listening, reading, and writing; yet vocabulary knowledge plays 

an important role in acquiring all skills, and achieving successful language input and output become nearly impossible with 

lack of vocabulary knowledge (Hazar, 2020; Webb & Nation, 2017). Thornbury (2002), on page 13 of his book, cited the 

linguist David Wilkins, who said "Without grammar very little can be conveyed, without vocabulary nothing can be 

conveyed" (Wilkins 1972). Webb and Nation (2017) stated that two factors, repetition and the quality of attention, should 

take place in order to have meaningful vocabulary learning experiences. It means that when learners give deliberate 

attention to each encounter of words repeatedly, higher retention likely happens along the way (Webb & Nation, 2017). 

Gunel and Top (2022) also argue that successful retention of vocabulary seemingly follows when learners enjoy learning, 

as their motivation is increased. 

Mobile Assisted Language Learning 

Nowadays the majority of university students carry smartphones, while many students also own tablets or laptop 

computers. There is a relatively new field of study called Mobile Assisted Language Learning (MALL) which utilizes 

mobile devices to carry out language learning and teaching, and numerous studies have expressed the effectiveness of 
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Students can easily take their smartphone and get together in groups standing, while doing so with a laptop would be much 

more problematic. On the other hand, there are drawbacks to mobile devices we need to keep in mind when implementing 

MALL in class activities. Disadvantages include screen size, storage, speed, and keypad, which can be the most 

problematic ifa lot of writing is required during the task (Gafni et al., 2017; Sussex, 2011). However, these issues should not 

conflict with our project as vocabulary development does not require a frequent editing process. 

Motivation 

Motivation is undoubtedly one of the key elements to achieve many goals, and educators continuously search for 

different ways to motivate students, because even highly driven students can get disengaged from learning. Weber (2003) 

described motivation as an energy which encourages people to do and continue particular actions. Dornyei (2001) suggests 

that task content which incorporates challenge, novelty, competition, or a lot of students'involvement, can heighten 

motivation. Furthermore, there are many different motivation theories, and one of the well-known theories among language 

educators is the self-determination theory, which talks about extrinsic and intrinsic motivations (Dornyei, 2001). Extrinsic 

motivation indicates that individuals want to act upon self-esteem and receiving rewards such as good grades and higher 

ranking; intrinsic motivation is connected with individual needs of satisfaction in autonomy, relatedness, and competency, 

such as self-efficacy and optimal challenge (Dornyei, 2001; Ryan & Deci, 2017). Furthermore, collaborative work requires 

active participation which helps students to exchange their ideas and aids in critical thinking (Eriimit & Yilmaz, 2022; Zou 

et al., 2021), and this collaborative work also includes a feeling of being a part of a team, which increases security and 

confidence, which in turn leads to higher intrinsic motivation (Funa et al., 2021). However, some research suggests that 

although extrinsic and intrinsic motivations have distinctive factors, each motivation can share and be affected by the same 

factors and operate simultaneously (Sansone & Harackiewicz, 2000). 

Cognitive Reasons for Using These Software Tools 

Some people see vocabulary development and second language learning as an internal cognitive process (Long, 2012). 

Certainly, everyone is familiar with sitting at a desk and looking through textbooks. Another popular method for decades 

has involved the use of physical flashcards. Most often an individual has a stack of small cards, with one side having the 

target vocabulary and the other side having the explanation (either in Ll or in L2). This idea oflanguage learning being an 

"internal cognitive process" has been extrapolated by some to say that SLA takes part independently of social situations 

(Gass, 2000). It might be possible to learn important parts of a language in isolation. It might not be necessary to interact 

with other individuals. Certainly the onset of YouTube, and other online video instruction, will lessen the necessity of 

physical interaction with others. However most people think that immersion, or massive exposure to the target language 
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some assistance (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). In support ofKrashen's well-known "i + l" idea, other researchers have delved 

into the idea that learning conditions greatly improve when learners are doing activities with other students who have a 

higher level of proficiency in the target language (Lantolf, 2000). With regards to the use of online software tools in the 

game form, many of these games require the students to use the target language in the classroom as a social activity. In the 

past, the authors found that students interacted with others to some extent in the target language using Quizlet Live! as a 

classroom activity (Murrell & Sato, 2023). This Quizlet Live! was a team activity, with three to four players per team. Each 

group tried to match twelve consecutive words to definitions before the other teams. Teams had to communicate together, 

as only one player held the correct answer to the task on their smartphone. Other researchers have shown that multiplayer 

games help to create an environment that supports SLA in a social setting (Thorne et al., 2009). It would seem that our 

previous activity supports such a finding, that multiplayer games encourage SLA. The two online software systems in the 

current study, Quizlet and Quizizz, also contain this multiplayer environment. 

The Idea of Learning through Digital Games in General 

People, and students in general, enjoy playing games. Integral in this are three components: rules-based in nature, 

competition, and reward systems. These three components help students to become more emotionally attached as well as 

more highly motivated (Connolly et al., 2011; Papastergiou, 2009). It is difficult to give a physical reward to the students, in 

terms of a trophy, candy, or sticker. Bonus points could be attached to it, but that could lead to both positive and negative 

repercussions. Positive, in that students would be happy when they received the bonus points. However, some students that 

do not receive the bonus points, but thought they should, or could have, may feel some negative feelings toward the entire 

process. So we thought it better to just use the built-in reward systems that each software contains. This means that some 

students "win" the game on the day of the class activity. Others may benefit by getting to "level up," (a facet in Quizizz 

when a student gets a certain number of questions correct consecutively). Students also could do activities on their own, 

and in such cases they could beat their previous scores or better their previous times. 

Both native speakers and second language learners require exposure to new words numerous times and in different 

contexts in order to fully acquire them as usable vocabulary (Huckin & Coady, 1999). In fact, more than half of all acquired 

words are attained not from direct explicit introduction, but rather through these incidental interactions (Nagy & Anderson, 

1984). Reading and listening are main sources, yet other interactions can be gained through online software. 

Questions that We Wanted Answered 

1. Which did students think was more helpful for learning English vocabulary, Quizizz or Quizlet? 

2. Which software did students enjoy using more, Quizizz or Quizlet? 
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The Present Study 

Aims 

The main purpose of this current study was to try to ascertain the best motivational tool for vocabulary learning 

students. We viewed this study as an extension of the research we performed last year (Murrell & Sato 2023). We reviewed 

the literature on Student Response System (SRS) activities and vocabulary acquisition even more extensively and thought 

about the process of the research. Instead of pre-and post-vocabulary tests in order to measure actual gains, we decided 

that we wanted to focus on the students'opinions and forgo tests to track actual individual gains. 

Participants 

The students who participated in the study were all first-year university students at universities in Yokohama and in 

Yamaguchi. There were 186 in total at the start, with some dropping out of both institutions. At the end of the semester, we 

had a total of 175 eligible students participate in the study. 

Methodology 

We needed questions for students, both pre-and post-semester of instruction. We knew that in order to avoid confusion, 

the survey questions should be in Japanese, or both English and Japanese. We then looked at our semester schedules and 

decided to work on a twelve week schedule. The semester had fifteen or sixteen meetings, including speaking and written 

exams. We decided to do three weeks of Quizlet, then three weeks of Quizizz, then another three weeks of Quizlet, and 

three more of Quizizz. We each went through twelve units of respective textbooks, so each week was the equivalent of one 

unit. The sign up process for Quizlet is more extensive than Quizizz, and was more easily completed during the relaxed 

'Orientation'during the initial class meeting with students. Ifwe had started with Quizizz, and then attempted to have 

students sign up for Quizlet during week four, it potentially could have taken much more class time than is usually devoted 

to using the software in class. 

Next, we had to create six Quizlet activities and six Quizizz activities for our classes. Quizlet is most easily used by 

teachers uploading excel files with one column of words and another of definitions. When playing the Quizlet Live! 

version, students see a word and four possible definitions (or more if playing the team game). However, for Quizlet 

individual study, and for Quizizz preparation, in order to make multiple-choice style study quizzes the teachers had to make 

each individual question with the proper word and definition along with a few distractor answers. We also made True/False 

and fill-in-the-blank types of questions. 

In the first class, after initial orientation activities, we had the students take the pre-semester survey about if they play 
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finish one question do students continue on to the next question. When we implemented the student-paced version, we 

showed the ongoing results on the class monitor. Students received the questions in random order, so the results shown on 

the monitor were after each individual student completed the entire set. At times both teachers, additionally, posted the 

same Quizizz quiz as an optional homework after completing it as an in-class activity. As this was not mandatory for 

students, it did not show up on the Learning Management System as homework. 

Results 

Multiple Choice Questions Sections 

Pre-semester survey results 

Pre-semester survey results revealed that 15% of the total participants had used Quizlet, and one student from each 

school had used Quizizz prior to entering universities. Furthermore, 86% selected vocabulary study to be'tedious','not 

interesting','difficult', and/or'can't memorize.' 

Post-semester survey results 

When answering the survey questions, in the combined results, 57% of the students said that they opened the online 

application once per week, and another 23% said that they opened it up twice per week. An additional 13% said they used it 

three times per week, and just under two percent said they used it four times. The same just under two percent said they 

used it five times per week, and just over two percent said they used it six or more times per week. When these results are 

looked at separately by teacher, 64% of Professor Murrell's students said they used the online application one time during 

the week, 21% said twice, and 10% said three times. The other answers were all less than 3% for each. Among Ms. Sato's 

students, for the first question, 28% said they used it one time per week, and 34% said they used it twice. In addition, 

another 28% said they used it three times per week. One of her students said they used it four times per week, and one other 

said five times. 

Regarding time spent studying per session, when the results are looked at collectively, 42% said that they used it for six 

to ten minutes. 33% said that they used it for one to five minutes, and 10% said they used it from eleven to fifteen minutes. 

Just less than 2% said they used it from sixteen to twenty minutes, and a little less than 5% said they used it more than 

twenty minutes. 8% said they never opened it at all. Respectively, 40% of Professor Murrell's students said they used it for 

six to ten minutes. 34% said they used it for one to five minutes. 10% said eleven to fifteen minutes, 1% said sixteen to 

twenty minutes, 6% said more than twenty minutes, and 9% said they never opened it at all. In response to this question, 

53% of Ms. Sato's students said they used it for six to ten minutes, and 31% said they used it for one to five minutes. 9% 

said they used it eleven to fifteen minutes, she had one student say sixteen to twenty minutes, and only one of her students 

said they never opened it at all. 
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software, combined results were that 79% of students chose because it was "fun." 44% chose "ease of use," and 27% 

"because it was helpful." A combined 25% of the students chose "because it felt like I was studying," and only about 5% 

chose "because I could do it." For this question, 81% of Professor Murrell's class chose "fun." 42% selected "ease of use," 

and 28% chose "because it was helpful." Just under 23% chose "because it felt like I was studying," and only about 4% 

chose "because I could do it." For Ms. Sato's students, 72% of them chose "fun," and 50% chose "ease of use" as their 

reasons to support which software was more helpful in learning vocabulary. 34% of her students selected "because it felt 

like I was studying," 25% "because it was helpful," and only 6% chose "because I could do it." 

When combined, around 69% responded that Quizizz was superior, or more fun, than Quizlet. Accordingly, 31% of the 

total students said that they felt Quizlet was better. In addition, 74% of Professor Murrell's students said that they felt 

Quizizz was better, and only 26% chose Quizlet for this question. 47% of Ms. Sato's students said that Quizizz was better, 

and 53% said they felt that Quizlet was better. 

When asked which one the students would want to use in the future, the percentage of the combined students was right 

around 67% said they would rather use Quizizz. Thus, around 33% said they would rather use Quizlet. Similarly, in 

Professor Murrell's class, 73% of the students said they would prefer to use Quizizz in the future, and only 27% said they 

wanted to use Quizlet. In Ms. Sato's class, on the other hand, only 42% of the students said they would prefer to use 

Quizizz, and 58% of the students said they wanted to use Quizlet in the future. 

Regarding what the students felt was the most effective question style for learning vocabulary, 81 % said that Multiple 

Choice was preferred. About 11% felt that Fill-in-the-blank was best, and 8% felt that True/False was the best. For this 

question, 79% of Professor Murrell's students answered Multiple Choice. 10% chose Fill-in-the-blank as the best, and 

around 9% said True/False questions were best for learning vocabulary. Ms. Sato's students also felt that multiple choice 

was the most helpful for learning vocabulary, as 88% of them chose that answer. 9% said Fill-in-the-blank, and True/False 

got 3% of the vote in her class. 

Student Comments Section 

When giving reasons for their choices in answering questions, the students'answers were quite varied. For their 

responses to the first question of "why did you choose those answers for questions 1&2" (#1 was "how many times a week 

did you use the software?" and #2 was "how long was each session?"), many students said "because it was homework," "I 

did not have much free time." and "it ism y duty." 

For the question about "why did you use that device to access the software" most answers dealt with the ease of use. "I 

could do it immediately," "it was simple to use," and "because I always have my smartphone" were all common reasons 

given. A few students said "at school I used my smartphone, but at home I used my computer." When we closely look at the 

comments from those who chose "only computer (tablet)" or "mainly computer (tablet)", their reasons included a size of 
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the last possible moment, all at once. 

Students in both classes were given the option to "study" the Quizlet sets that appear in Quizlet Live! on their own. The 

students were not informed that they would be playing Quizlet Live!, so that was not part of any motivation to access and 

use the software. 

About one-third of the respondents said that they used it for 1-5 minutes per session, and another 42% used it from 6-10 

minutes. In the comments, the attitudes of the responders were divided. It seems that many of them were explaining why 

they spent so much time using it, in a positive way ("because it was fun," and "because it was homework"). Others were 

explaining that they were busy and had little time, and thus in a kind of negative way, saying they were not able to do more 

("because I was busy"). 

Regarding how they use the software, students have used their computers in classes before, but very rarely. Almost 

always they use smartphones. Frankly, it was surprising to even find that 2% of the students said they only or mostly use a 

PC. Part of the reason we use these easy-access online software systems is because students generally use mostly their 

smartphones in their daily lives. 

In the end, a total of 173 students completed the post survey. In regard to the question asking which software was more 

useful in terms of learning vocabulary, 60% of the students selected Quizizz. Nearly two-thirds of Professor Murrell's 

students felt that Quizizz was more helpful for them than Quizlet. Based on the numbers alone it is hard to draw a 

conclusion from this. When the reasons are analyzed, we see reasons like "it was fun" and "it was easy to use" given as the 

most popular reasons. Quizlet Live!, which was played a few times, can be difficult to implement: getting the teams 

together without any student allowing their phone to slip into "sleep" mode takes a lot of effort, preparation and 

coordination. Quizizz is much easier to use, comparatively. On the contrary, nearly two-thirds of Ms. Sato's students found 

Quizlet to be a more useful tool than Quizizz. Among them one-third felt that they had gained vocabulary skill by using 

Quizlet. Furthermore, as Ms. Sato's classes were much smaller than Professor Murrell's classes, implementation of Quizlet 

Live! was not an issue; therefore, Quizlet Live! was carried out during the Quizlet weeks. 

It would also appear that Ms. Sato's students noticed and appreciated the social interaction that is afforded by Quizlet 

Live! Quizizz may have chances to interact, but it is not in the cooperative fashion that Quizlet Live! requires. 

Discussion 

We should start by pointing out that in previous research, Professor Murrell's class preferred Quizlet Live!, and Ms. 

Sato's students preferred Quizizz (Murrell & Sato, 2023). In our attempts to be fair and unbiased, is it possible that we 

spent more time on the "other" software? Did we unintentionally "push" the one that our previous students did not prefer? 

We hope not, but the fact that in both cases our students "reversed course" should at least be noted. 

We should also note that in a survey of this type, when asking for students'opinions and hoping that they answer 
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，
 looked for student names on the board and tried to gather with people they recognized. Eventually students caught on to 

look to the blackboard, to where the teacher had posted locations of each team. Students could gather in teams more quickly 

as the semester went on, but it was never smooth. Is there a way around this? Other than letting students know in advance 

that they will need to gather in teams, and to look to the board for team locations, it is difficult. It is not possible to assign 

teams in advance (which probably would not work all the time due to student absences). In order to speed up the Quizlet 

Live! process, Ms. Sato often started the game before all teams were gathered together. It is not shown in any part of the 

results, but some of Professor Murrell's students who were forced together in Quizlet Live! (teams) would sit together 

(freely, by choice) in class the following week. This was an observation by Professor Murrell that occurred at least three 

times. 

In Professor Murrell's classes, both software activities increased the overall noise volume in the class. During the 

Quizizz activity, usually half a dozen students would get excited and give yelps of joy or sadness depending on their 

success. Many of them would be watching the class monitor, as that is where the leaderboard was posted. In the 

student-paced version that was done throughout the semester in Professor Murrell's class, the leaderboard changes as more 

students finish. Students were anxious to see if they would remain at the top, or if they would be bumped down. The ending 

winner would usually give a fist pump, but rarely emote vocally. 

During the Quizlet Live! activity in Professor Murrell's classes, students were a bit timid on the first day of using it, but 

very quickly the atmosphere got louder. It is hard to judge if the volume increased when actual friends were placed in the 

same team. The class sizes are around forty students, and in teams of three or four, it is possible to get friends in the same 

team. However, this was during the first semester of their first year at university, so in almost all cases the students had not 

known each other for very long. In every case, the winning teams in Professor Murrell's classes gave shouts of joy with 

some form of gesture or high-fiving their teammates (80% of the students are male). Given these outward expressions of 

joy, it might be thought that students preferred Quizlet, including the Quizlet Live! activity, but ½ preferred Quizizz. It 

might be difficult to say that one activity is more intrinsically (or extrinsically) motivating than the other. Students like to 

see the monitor, to see their username as #1 on the board in Quizizz, but they also like it when their team wins in Quizlet. 

Do they want to impress their friends? Or do they want it solely for their own individual satisfaction? 

Some of Ms. Sato's students mentioned the social aspect of working with Quizlet Live! Keep in mind that all participants 

were freshmen who spent their high school years in the midst of COVID-19. As the social distance restriction was strongly 

encouraged, a lot of students were isolated and highly likely had few opportunities to do collaborative work during that 

time. Although her students were hesitant to speak to each other during the first few Quizlet Live! sessions, it was only a 

matter of time before all students became energetic and determined to win the games. Conversely, on the first day of 

implementing Quizizz in her class, Ms. Sato chose a "student-paced" session because it allowed students to check all 

definitions on the answer choice. It was hard to evaluate whether the extremely quiet classroom was due to boredom, 

disappointment, or that students were reviewing all definitions, but her students seemed visibly confused and not enjoying 
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Quizlet as the more useful tool, and 34% chose Quizizz. However, when asked "which they liked better," 59% of these 

(who did not include''fun" in reasons for choosing helpful software) chose Quizizz. So perhaps with the江reasoning

analytical minds they judge Quizlet to be more academic, but Quizizz appealed to their emotional side and was more 

entertaining. 

Finally, in regard to types of questions to study vocabulary, 81% selected the multiple-choice question type as the most 

helpful. As we neglected in not asking for further details on this matter, we can only speculate a few possible reasons 

behind this result. We can only hypothesize here. One reason could be "simil紅 ity,"due to the fact that th.is type of question 

was the most commonly used form in class vocabulary quizzes. A second reason might be "familiarity," as this type of 

question is common among the entrance exam, and students had trained with this learning method for a long time. A third 

reason could be "posterior-ity." Even though English is compulsory, English study is not on the top priority list for a lot of 

students. As we have seen approximately 14% of students stated they were too busy to use the software or did not like 

studying English, choosing the multiple-choice question seems reasonable when it provides the simplest and quickest mode 

of learning vocabulary. 

In the end, the answer to which online tool more motivated learners was not the simple one. The conclusion that we could 

extract from the data was that it all depends on the circumstances: class dynamics, language proficiency level, major, 

previous English education, and goals. Tt was certain that motivation in the learners from both institutions was enhanced by 

the nature of competition and challenges of the games. Active participation in playing competitive games was also likely a 

large part of their motivation factor. It is possible that the novelty element to Quizizz was more attractive to Professor 

Murrell's students, and the collaborative work ofQuizlet (which led to autonomy) appealed to Ms. Sato's students. The split 

in majority opinion between the two institutions'students makes generalizations difficult. 
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